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THE CLUSTERS
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ANALYSIS
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RESULTS



- Activity of clusters 17
& 35 is very shopping
heavy.

- Land use near clusters
is mainly single-family
housing which increases
car ownership.

- Clusters are visited
rather frequently and
most likely by people who
live near the clusters.

Reasons for low share of public transport



- both cluster 17 and 35 are visited to shop, when doing
groceries car is usually preferred

- cluster 21 are a school area, where kids probably are dropped of by
car (lower than cluster 17 and 35)

Reasons for high share of car use



How land use affects transport mode

School area --> 35% car
users, 35% walking and
25% walking

Shops/mixed land
use --> 40% car
use, 30% walking
and 20% biking

Office, industry,
warehouse and shops -->
70% car users, 10%
walking and 10% biking



Positive and negative experiences
Positive Cluster

35
Cluster

21
Average perceiv
ed quality
of cluster
(from everyday
markings)

57 60

Number of
everyday plces 143 28

Number of
quality places 5 0

Negative Cluster 17

Average perceived quality
of cluster (from everyday
markings) 54

Number of everyday
places 94

Number of quality places 11



Quality places
- Most places are
visited every day
or at least once a
week

- No similarities
in transport modes

- All perceived
environmental
qualities got high
numers (personal,
functional,
social, atmosphere
and aesthetics)



Public opinions on clusters

21

CLUSTER 35CLUSTER 21CLUSTER 17

Source: Google



IMPROVEMENT SUGGESTIONS



How to reduce car use and improve biking and
walking:
- prefere mixed land use
- high residential density
- proximity to shops

IMPROVEMENT SUGGESTIONS



CONCLUSION



CONCLUSION
- cluster are close to each other --> they are similar --> same
mode patterns in all the clusters

- high number of car use due to shopping --> the clusters still
needs to be functional for car users, but also suitable and safe
for walking and cycling

- All perceived environmental qualities needs to be prioritized
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